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peatable phase transition at
a negative temperature regime for doped and co-
doped spin coated mixed valence vanadium oxide
thin films†

Dipta Mukherjee,a Arjun Dey, *b A. Carmel Mary Esther,b N. Sridhara,b

D. Raghavendra Kumar,b A. Rajendra,b Anand Kumar Sharmab

and Anoop Kumar Mukhopadhyay*a

Smooth, uniform mixed valance vanadium oxide (VO) thin films are grown on flexible, transparent Kapton

and opaque Al6061 substrates by the spin coating technique at a constant rpm of 3000. Various elements

e.g., F, Ti, Mo andW are utilized for doping and co-doping of VO. All the spin coated films are heat treated in

a vacuum. Other than the doping elements the existence of only V4+ and V5+ species is noticed in the

present films. Transmittance as a function of wavelength and the optical band gap are also investigated

for doped and co-doped VO thin films grown on a Kapton substrate. The highest transparency (�75%) is

observed for the Ti, Mo and F (i.e., Ti–Mo–FVO) co-doped VO system while the lowest transparency

(�35%) is observed for the F (i.e., FVO) doped VO system. Thus, the highest optical band gap is estimated

as 2.73 eV for Ti–Mo–FVO and the lowest optical band gap (i.e., 2.59 eV) is found for the FVO system.

The temperature dependent phase transition characteristics of doped and co-doped VO films on both

Kapton and Al6061 are studied by the differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) technique. Reversible and

repeatable phase transition is noticed in the range of �24 to �26.3 �C.
1. Introduction

Due to the zero extra energy requirement and large solar
spectrum wavelength blocking effect, thermochromic mate-
rials have become the most cost effective smart window
material. Owing to it's excellent thermochromic properties,
vanadium dioxide (VO2) is the most explored thermochromic
material for energy-saving smart window applications. Thus,
above the phase transition temperature (Tt) VO2 exhibits
a sharp rst-order phase transition from the low temperature
semiconducting monoclinic (P21/c) state to the high temper-
ature metallic tetragonal rutile structure (P42/mnm) at around
68 �C.1–3 It can block infrared transmission (IR) above Tt and
allow it below Tt. Some specic applications4–11 demand
temperature regimes near zero or even sub-zero. These appli-
cations include smart window coating,4–6 IR switching and
bolometric devices,7,8 CdTe detectors in passive radiant
cterization Division, CSIR-Central Glass
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coolers and CdZnTe X-ray detectors in space astronomy
payloads.9–11

Hence, for an ideal thermochromic smart window material
a sharp phase change at low temperature is required. The direct
application of VO2 to smart windows is therefore restricted due
to its high transition temperature of 68 �C. Reduction of Tt is
thus of paramount importance for the applications of VO2 in
passive smart radiator devices (PSRDs).12–15 PSRDs are the most
economical solution for thermal control of micro/nano satel-
lites and interplanetary missions where mass, volume and
power are major constrains.12–15

Elemental doping has always been an efficient tool to tailor
the Tt and optical properties of VO2 thin lms.16 These aspects
are achieved either by enhancing the carrier concentration or by
inducing distortions in the crystal structure. As reported by
Long et al.16 till date more than sixty elements have been
investigated to dope in the VO2 lattice to tune the phase tran-
sition properties. According to Long et al.16 elemental doping
with higher-valence elements like Mo and W aids to reduce the
Tt by enhancing the carrier concentration of VO2. Also Sun
et al.17 theoretically prove that doping with transition metals
helps in reducing the Tt by lattice expansion of VO2. Among
other dopants,18 F has been proved to be very efficient in
reducing the Tt and also maintain a fairly good optical property
by inducing structural distortion which leads to formation of
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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defects in the VO2 lattice. Individual doping by F andW16 reduce
(Tt) to 35� and 28 �C, respectively. However, co-doping19 with
bothW and F till date have caused themaximum reduction in Tt
i.e., to about 0 �C.

On the other hand dopant like Ti20 fails to modulate the
transition temperature but it can modify the colour of the VO2

based lms efficiently by blue shiing the absorption edge at
lower concentration of Ti doping. Several attempts21–25 are re-
ported to reduce Tt of VO2 lms to near room temperature or
sub-zero temperatures. These lms are obtained by sol–gel26,27

and sputtering28 etc. techniques. However, only a few19,29 have
succeeded. For instance, Bukhardt et al.19 obtained the Tt of 0 �C
for the (W and F) co-doped VO2 thin lms. Recently, B doping
has been utilized for signicant reduction of Tt (e.g., 4 �C) in VO2

thin lms.29

In view of the importance of nature and amount (i.e., at%) of
doping, resulting phase structure recorded by XRD at room
temperature, processing technique and the corresponding (Tt),
a typical survey of literature data18–20,30–37 is presented in Table 1. A
wide variety of processing techniques are employed. These
include hydrothermal,18 RF sputtering,19 automatic coating,20,32,35

spin coating,30,37 melting–quenching-sol–gel method,31 dip
coating,33,36 aerosol-assisted CVD34 etc. methods. It is interesting
to note that a variety of dopants18,20,30–34 e.g., F, W, Mo, Zr, Ti, La,
Nb and co-dopants e.g., Zr–W, Mg–W, F–W, Mo–F are utilized to
reduce Tt. The amounts of single dopant range from 1.1 to 9.8
at%. These variations cause Tt to vary in the range from 28 to
68 �C. Further, almost all these researchers18,20,30–33 report the
presence of the VO2 (M) phase recorded by XRD at room
temperature. Unfortunately, phase analysis is not reported in
some literature34 where single doping has been used.

Further, the at% amounts of Zr–W, Mg–W, F–W, Mo–F co-
dopants utilized by other researchers19,35–37 are 8.5% Zr +
2.4% W, 4% Mg + 2% W, 2.1% F + 1.8% W, 1.02% Mo +
0.36% W, respectively. These variations cause Tt to vary in the
range from 0 to 35 �C. Moreover, almost all these
Table 1 Literature survey on the effect of elemental doping on the Tt

Dopants
Atomic percentages
of doping (x%) Technique/methods

F 2.93 Hydrothermal
W 2 Spin coating
Mo 2 Melting–quenching

sol–gel method
Zr 9.8 Films casted by

automatic coating machine
Ti 1.1 Films casted by

automatic coating machine
La 4 Dip coating
Nb 2.8 Aerosol-assisted

chemical vapour deposition
Zr + W 8.5% Zr + 2.4% W Films casted by

automatic coating machine
Mg + W 4% Mg + 2% W Dip coating
F + W 2.1% F + 1.8% W RF sputtering
Mo + W 1.02% Mo + 0.36% W Spin coating

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
researchers35–37 report the presence of the VO2 (M) phase
recorded by XRD at room temperature. However, phase analysis
is not reported in some literature19 where co-doping has been
used.

Thus, as illustrated by the literature survey18–20,30–37 given in
Table 1, the use of both doping and co-doping by Mo, W, Ti and
F to reduce (Tt) of spin coated vanadium oxide thin lms (VOTF)
to as low as sub-zero temperature domain has not been signif-
icantly attempted before. This is what inspires us to take up this
challenge. So, aer these careful evaluations Mo, W, Ti and F
have been selected as the doping and co-doping elements for
efficient reduction in (Tt) with concomitant improvement in the
optical transparency and colour modulation of mixed valence
VOTF. It has been also suggested16 that increase in the amount
of F may cause signicant reduction in (Tt) but such an
approach may compromise the optical properties of VOTF.

Therefore, three approaches are specically taken in the
present work. The rst is ex situ incorporation of signicant
amount i.e., 30.08 at% F in the VOTF samples. The second is
simultaneous introduction of (2.73 at%Mo + 30.08 at% F), (1.44
at% W + 30.08 at% F) and (5.33 at% Ti + 30.08 at% F) in the
doped VOTF (i.e., DVOTF) samples. Finally, the third is the
simultaneous introduction of (2.70 at% Ti + 1.34 at%Mo + 30.08
at% F) and (2.70 at% Ti + 0.70 at% W + 30.08 at% F) in the co-
doped VOTF (i.e., CDVOTF) samples. The basic philosophy
behind this approach is to check out if the (Tt) can be reduced to
sub-zero temperatures without signicantly compromising the
optical properties of the thin lms.

However, for successful application in the eld of energy-
efficient thermochromic smart window, optimization of lumi-
nous transmittance (Tlum) and solar modulation ability (DTsol)
are also two additional key parameters to enhance perfor-
mance.38,39 Although the luminous transmittance and solar
modulating ability bears a mutual trade off relationship with Tt
but this provides scope of further researches in this eld to
simultaneously improve the Tt as well as the optical properties.
VO2 (M) phase reported
at room temperature

Transition temperature,
Tt (�C) References

3 35 18
3 28 30
3 41 31

3 64.3 32

3 68 20

3 42 33
— 41 34

3 28.6 35

3 35 36
— 0.14 19
3 35 37
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Also the problem of intrinsic yellow brown colour of the VO2

lms and their low resistance towards aerial oxidation remain
as major problems to be addressed.40 Although, an exact
investigation into the aforesaid aspects is beyond the scope of
the present work, their paramount importance deserves scope
of our future work in this area. In a similar tune, the details of
the complex issues related to simultaneous or non-
simultaneous occurrences of structural and electronic phase
transitions or even the absence of structural phase transition in
the VOTF is kept in reserve as an objective of our future research
endeavour.

Therefore, an attempt is made in the present work to
decrease the (Tt) of spin coated VOTF to as low as sub-zero
temperature domain for their potential PSRD applications
towards the thermal control of spacecra. Thus, the only
major objective of the present work is to reduce (Tt) without
signicantly compromising the optical, especially the trans-
mission properties of the VOTF, DVOTF and CDVOTF.

Accordingly, we have successfully deposited spin coated
VOTF on both transparent, exible Kapton and opaque Al6061
substrates by in situ doping of three transitional metals e.g., W,
Mo and Ti along with ex situ doping of F in the vanadium oxide
(VO) system. Thus, the DVOTF and CDVOTF are developed in
the present work, as explained earlier. The DVOTF have Mo, W
and Ti as the individual dopant in the respective cases. The
CDVOTF have Ti–Mo, and Ti–W as the individual co-dopant in
the respective cases. For both (DVOTF) and (CDVOTF) systems
rst the corresponding gels are prepared. Then they are spin
coated from the corresponding gels.

The microstructural characterizations and phase analysis
of the VOTF, DVOTF and CDVOTF are carried out by a variety
of techniques. These include eld emission scanning electron
microscopy (FESEM), atomic force microscopy (AFM), X-ray
diffraction (XRD) and X-ray photo electron spectroscopy
(XPS) techniques. Further, the thermo-optical properties i.e.,
the average solar transmittance (ss), reectance (rs), absorp-
tance (as) and infrared (IR) emittance (3ir) are evaluated for
VOTF, DVOTF and CDVOTF. In addition, the sheet resistance
(Rs) values are measured for all the thin lms developed in the
present work. Moreover, the reversible, repeatable smart
phase transitions of VOTF, DVOTF and CDVOTF are conrmed
by the differential scanning calorimetry (DSC) technique.
2. Experimental section
2.1 Substrate preparation

Kapton substrates of thickness �50 microns and Al6061 face-
sheet of 0.5 mm thickness were used for the deposition of
DVOTF and CDVOTF. Prior to casting of thin lms the
substrates were treated with 0.1 mL of 30% HF solution for ve
minutes. Since uorine cannot be incorporated at higher
temperatures into the VO system41 this technique of ex situ
addition of uorine was deliberately adopted as a process
modication. These substrates were subsequently used for
VOTF, DVOTF and CDVOTF depositions aer the synthesis of
the respective powders and gels as described below.
30968 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 30966–30977
2.2 Synthesis of powder and gel

Phase pure, heat-treated yellow coloured vanadium oxide powder
was synthesized from ammonium metavanadate (NH4VO3,
99.0%, ACS reagent, Sigma Aldrich, Bengaluru, India) precursor.
To synthesize VO gel, 1.3094 g of the synthesized vanadium oxide
powder was dissolved in 80 mL of 15% H2O2 (Merck Specialties
Pvt. Ltd., Mumbai, India). Hereaer, the prepared solution is
termed as ‘solution A’ for the sake of brevity. Then, VO gel was
prepared from the ‘solution A’. The detailed synthesis procedure
of ‘solution A’ is described elsewhere.42

2.2.1 Synthesis of doped gel. For the synthesis of 2.73 at%
Mo doped VO gel, 1.44 at%Wdoped VO gel and 5.33 at% Ti doped
VO gel, 0.012 g of ammonium molybdate (Qualigens Fine Chem-
icals, Mumbai, India), 0.012 g of tungsten oxychloride (WOCl4,
98%, Sigma Aldrich, Bengaluru, India), and 50 mL of titanium
tetraisopropoxide (Spectrochem Pvt. Ltd., Mumbai, India) were
respectively used as the corresponding raw materials. The calcu-
lated amounts of each variety were dissolved separately in 5 mL
solutions of 15% H2O2 (Merck Specialties Pvt. Ltd., Mumbai,
India). The individual dopants were then added as drop-wise into
‘solution A’ as mentioned above with continuous stirring at
500 rpm. Aer 10–15 minutes, a viscous gel was formed.

2.2.2 Synthesis of co-doped gel. Further, in a typical prep-
aration of Ti and Mo co-doped thin lms, 0.006 g ammonium
molybdate (Qualigens Fine Chemicals, Mumbai, India) was
dissolved in 20 mL 15% H2O2 (Merck Specialties Pvt. Ltd.,
Mumbai, India) solution by ultrasonication. Subsequently, 25
mL of titanium tetraisopropoxide solution was added into it with
continuous stirring at 1000–1200 rpm for 5 minutes till the
solution turned orange. Aer that, 0.3273 g of the synthesized
vanadium oxide was added to this solution and stirred at
500 rpm while being heated in a water-bath at 90 �C. Upon
stirring the solution for 20 minutes, a viscous gel was formed.
The synthesized hot vanadium oxide gel was then spin coated at
3000 rpm as Ti–Mo CDVOTF on the Kapton and Al6061
substrates. Similarly, for Ti and W co-doped thin lms, 0.006 g
tungsten oxychloride (WOCl4, 98%, Sigma Aldrich, Bengaluru,
India) was dissolved in 20 mL 15% H2O2 (Merck Specialties Pvt.
Ltd., Mumbai, India) solution by ultrasonication. Subsequently
the corresponding Ti–W doped gel was prepared by the same
procedure as mentioned above for Ti–Mo co-dopant.
2.3 Thin lm deposition

The resulting gel as described above in sub-section 2.2 was
subsequently spin coated for 25 seconds at 3000 rpm as
vanadium oxide thin lm (VOTF) on the Kapton and Al6061
substrates prepared as mentioned above in sub-section 2.1.
The Ti, Mo and W doped gels as mentioned in sub-section
2.2.1 above were subsequently spin coated for 25 seconds at
3000 rpm as doped vanadium oxide thin lms (DVOTF) on the
Kapton and Al6061 substrates prepared as mentioned above in
sub-section 2.1. Similarly, the Ti–Mo and Ti–W co-doped gels
as mentioned above in sub-section 2.2.2 were subsequently
spin coated for 25 seconds at 3000 rpm as co-doped vanadium
oxide thin lms (CDVOTF) on the Kapton and Al6061
substrates prepared as mentioned above in sub-section 2.1.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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For all VOTF, DVOTF and CDVOTF depositions, a semi-
automatic spin coater (Model No.: 121014, Delta Scientic
Equipment Pvt. Ltd., Kolkata, India) was utilized.
2.4 Post deposition heat treatment

All deposited VOTF, DVOTF and CDVOTF were subsequently
heat treated for 1 h in a vacuum furnace (1.5 � 10�5 mbar,
Hind High Vacuum, India). To have amorphous lms the
temperature of heat treatment was deliberately kept lower at
100 �C for all lms deposited on the corresponding Kapton
substrates. However, for all lms deposited on the corre-
sponding Al6061 substrates the temperature of heat treat-
ment was raised to 450 �C while maintaining the same level
of vacuum as maintained in the cases of the thin lms
deposited on the Kapton substrates. This process ensured
development of crystalline lms. In all heat treatments, the
constant heating rates of 3 �C min�1 were maintained. The
thickness of all the doped and co-doped thin lms were
measured to be around 340 nm since all the parameters
(e.g., rpm and duration of deposition) were kept constant
during the depositions of the VOTF, DVOTF and CDFVOTF.
2.5 Final nomenclature of thin lms

It may be recalled that all substrates were ex situ F doped prior
to deposition of all the thin lms. Hence, for ease of further
discussions all VOTF are nally named as FVO. Similarly, Ti,
Mo and W DVOTF are nally named as Ti–FVO, Mo–FVO and
W–FVO, respectively. Further, both Ti–Mo and Ti–W CDVOTF
are nally named as Ti–Mo–FVO and Ti–W–FVO, respectively.
2.6 Phase analysis of thin lms

The phase analysis of the vacuum heat treated FVO, Ti–FVO,
Mo–FVO, W–FVO, Ti–Mo–FVO and Ti–W–FVO lms grown on
Kapton and Al6061 substrates were carried out by an X-ray
diffractometer (X'pert Pro MPD, PANalytical, The Netherlands,
Cu Ka1, l � 1.5414 Å, 40 kV, 35 mA, 5� # 2q # 80�). The 2q step
and data acquisition rates were kept constant at 0.05� min�1

and 0.5� min�1, respectively. The existing phases of the vacuum
heat treated vanadium oxide thin lms were indexed according
to corresponding ICSD collection codes.

Crystallite size (d) of the thin lms grown on Kapton were
evaluated by the well-known Scherrer's equation43 using (001)
plane. This equation is given below.

d ¼ Kl

B Cos q
(1)

In eqn (1), d is crystallite size, K is a shape factor assumed to
be 0.9, l (¼1.5414 Å) is the wavelength of the X-ray source as
mentioned above, B is the full width at half maximum (FWHM)
of the peak (001) and q is the Bragg's angle.
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
2.7 Microstructural and surface topographical studies of
thin lms

The microstructural characterizations of the vacuum heat
treated FVO, Ti–FVO, Mo–FVO, W–FVO, Ti–Mo–FVO and Ti–
W–FVO lms deposited on Kapton and Al6061 substrates were
carried out by eld emission scanning electron microscopy
(FESEM, Supra VP35, Carl Zeiss, Germany). To avoid charging,
prior to insertion in the FESEM chamber a thin (e.g., 50–70 Å)
lm of carbon was deposited on each of the samples. In
addition, the surface topographies of these lms were studied
by using atomic force microscopy (AFM) technique in
a conventional machine (Nanosurf easyScan 2, Switzerland).
2.8 XPS study of thin lms

The XPS studies of vacuum heat treated FVO, Ti–FVO, Mo–
FVO, W–FVO, Ti–Mo–FVO and Ti–W–FVO lms deposited on
Kapton and Al6061 substrates were carried out using a SPECS
(SPECS, Berlin, Germany) spectrometer. The spectrometer
used an X-ray source of non-monochromatic Al Ka radiation
(1486.6 eV) operated at 150 W (12 kV, 12.5 mA). The data were
recorded with a single channel detector. The typical vacuum
level maintained during the XPS experiments was about 5 �
10�5 mbar. The survey spectra were obtained with pass energy
of 70 eV and step increment of 0.5 eV. Again, all the individual
spectra were recorded with pass energy and step increment of
25 and 0.05 eV, respectively. The V 2p and O 1s components
were curve-tted with Gaussian–Lorentzian peaks aer Shirley
background subtraction employing the CasaXPS program. It
needs to be noted that for indexing XRD peaks the ICSD
collection codes from the standard data base were used.
However, in the case of indexing XPS peaks only the values of
binding energies are available in reported literature for
detection of elemental oxidation states. The XPS peaks re-
ported in the present study matched well with our earlier re-
ported values42,44,45 as well as those reported in literature.46–49
2.9 Thermo-optical and electrical characterizations of thin
lms

The average solar transmittance, reectance and absorptance of
the vacuum heat treated FVO, Ti–FVO, Mo–FVO, W–FVO, Ti–
Mo–FVO and Ti–W–FVO lms deposited on Kapton and Al6061
substrates were evaluated both in reectance and transmittance
modes as per ASTM C1549-09. For this purpose, a solar spec-
trum reectometer (SSR-E, Devices and Services Co., USA) was
used. The average IR emittance of the deposited lms was
measured following the ASTM standard C1371-04a. These data
were recorded in an emissometer (AE, Devices and Services Co.,
USA). The transmittance spectra of lms were recorded as
a function of wavelength in the solar region (200 nm to 2300
nm) of the spectral window. For this purpose, an UV-VIS-NIR
spectrophotometer (Cary 5000, Agilent Technologies, USA) was
utilized. Further, the sheet resistance (Rs) values of the spin
coated lms deposited on Kapton were measured using a four-
point probe (Jandal 3000 Instrument, USA).
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 30966–30977 | 30969
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2.10 Studies of phase transition of thin lms

The phase transition temperatures of the vacuum heat treated
FVO, Ti–FVO, Mo–FVO, W–FVO, Ti–Mo–FVO and Ti–W–FVO lms
deposited on Kapton and Al6061 substrates were determined by
the DSC technique using a conventional machine (Q100, TA
Instruments, USA). All the DSC experiments were conducted in
helium environment. Also, in all the DSC experiments both heat-
ing and cooling rates were kept constant at 10 �C min�1.
3. Results and discussion
3.1 XRD analysis

Fig. 1a and b represent the XRD patterns of the vacuum heat
treated FVO, Ti–FVO, Mo–FVO, W–FVO, Ti–Mo–FVO and Ti–W–

FVO lms deposited on Kapton and Al6061 substrates, respec-
tively. In both the cases the peaks are thoroughly indexed as per
the corresponding ICSD collection codes. The FVO, Ti–FVO,
Mo–FVO, W–FVO, Ti–Mo–FVO lms deposited on Kapton show
the presence of maximum intensity peak along the direction of
(001) plane at about 2q of 8�. These data conrm the presence of
V2O5$nH2O system (ICSD collection code-94905). The presence
of monoclinic VO2 phases (ICSD collection code-73855, space
group C12/M1) are identied at 2q of 33� and 42�. On the other
hand, the peaks between 2q of 10� to 30� appear from the cor-
responding Kapton substrates.50

Similarly, in the cases of the FVO, Ti–FVO, Mo–FVO, W–FVO,
Ti–Mo–FVO and Ti–W–FVO lms deposited on Al6061, the
peaks at 2q of 14.3� and 29.26� are due to the respective pres-
ence of the (001) and (002) planes of monoclinic VO2 phase
(ICSD collection code-73855, space group C12/M1). On the other
hand, the peaks at 2q of 38.24�, 44.35�, 65�, 78� and 82.41�

emerge from the corresponding Al6061 (ICSD collection code-
53773) substrates. It is interesting to note that both the
Fig. 1 XRD pattern of the vacuum heat treated FVO, Ti–FVO, Mo–
FVO, W–FVO, Ti–Mo–FVO and Ti–W–FVO films deposited on (a)
Kapton and (b) Al6061 substrates; (c) crystallite size and root mean
square (RMS) surface roughness of the films deposited on Kapton
substrates.

30970 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 30966–30977
crystallite size (d) and the RMS surface roughness values of the
vacuum heat treated FVO, Ti–FVO, Mo–FVO, W–FVO, Ti–Mo–
FVO and Ti–W–FVO lms decrease with increase in the number
of doping elements (Fig. 1c).

3.2 FESEM, EDX and AFM studies

Fig. S1(a–e) and S2(a–e)† show respectively the typical FESEM
micrographs and corresponding EDX data of the vacuum heat
treated FVO, Ti–FVO, Mo–FVO, W–FVO, Ti–Mo–FVO and Ti–W–

FVO lms deposited on Kapton substrates. Similarly,
Fig. S3(a–f)† represent typical FESEM micrographs of the
vacuum heat treated FVO, Ti–FVO, Mo–FVO, W–FVO, Ti–Mo–
FVO and Ti–W–FVO lms deposited on Al6061 substrates. The
signatures of pertinent doping elements are clearly observed in
corresponding EDX spectra but not shown here, for the sake of
brevity. All lms but FVO deposited on the Kapton substrates
show uniform, smooth and dense surface microstructures. The
FVO lms on Kapton and all lms deposited on the Al6061
substrates show granular surface microstructures. The AFM
surface topographies, Fig. S4(a),† of the FVO lms on Kapton
substrate conrm the granular features. On the other hand, the
AFM surface topographies of Ti–FVO, Mo–FVO, W–FVO, Ti–Mo–
FVO and Ti–W–FVO lms deposited on Kapton substrates
conrm the uniform, smooth and dense surface features.

3.3 XPS studies

Typical illustrative V 2p and O 1s core level spectra of the
vacuum heat treated FVO, Ti–FVO, Mo–FVO, W–FVO, Ti–Mo–
FVO and Ti–W–FVO lms deposited on the Kapton and Al6061
substrates are shown in Fig. 2(a–e) and 3(a–f), respectively.
Binding energies of vanadium species as obtained from V 2p
core level spectra along with the relative peak intensities of all
the lms deposited on the Kapton substrates are summarized in
Table S1.† Similar data of all the lms deposited on the Al6061
substrates are summarized in Table S2.† These data conrm the
presence of only V5+ and V4+ species in all the lms. Further, the
typical curve tted core level spectra in Fig. 4(a–c) conrm the
respective presences of Mo 3d, W 4f and Ti 2p in the thin lms
deposited on the Al6061 substrates. Similarly, the typical curve
Fig. 2 Curve-fitted V 2p and O 1s core level spectra of the vacuum
heat treated (a) FVO, (b) Ti–FVO, (c) Mo–FVO, (d) W–FVO, (e) Ti–Mo–
FVO films deposited on Kapton substrates.

This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018



Fig. 3 Curve-fitted V 2p andO 1s core level spectra of (a) FVO, (b) Mo–
FVO, (c) W–FVO, (d) Ti–FVO, (e) Ti–W–FVO and (f) Ti–Mo–FVO thin
films on Al6061 substrates.

Fig. 4 Typical curve-fitted core level spectra of (a) Mo 3d, (b) Ti 2p,
(c) W 4f orbitals in the thin films deposited on the Al6061 substrates
and typical curve-fitted core level spectra of (d) Mo 3d, (e) Ti 2p orbitals
in the thin films on the Kapton substrates.

Fig. 5 Sheet resistance values of doped and co-doped VO thin films
on Kapton substrate.
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tted core level spectra in Fig. 4(d–e) conrm the respective
presences of Mo 3d and Ti 2p in the thin lms deposited on the
Kapton substrates.
3.4 Evaluation of sheet resistance

The Rs values of the vacuum heat treated FVO, Ti–FVO, Mo–
FVO, W–FVO, Ti–Mo–FVO and Ti–W–FVO lms deposited on
Kapton substrates are shown in Fig. 5. The highest resistance
value is measured for FVO system and the resistance decreases
further as follows: FVO > Mo–FVO > W–FVO > Ti–FVO > Ti–Mo–
FVO. Increase in number of doping elements lead to enhance-
ment of carrier density and oxygen vacancies. These factors may
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
contribute to the decrease in the Rs values following the order as
mentioned above.

3.5 Study of thermo-optical properties

The average absorptance, reectance and transmittance of the
various thin lms deposited on the Kapton substrates are
shown in Fig. 6(a–c). Highest as is obtained for FVO system and
further it decreases in the order as FVO > Mo–FVO > W–FVO >
Ti–FVO > Ti–Mo–FVO. However, the opposite trend is observed
for rs and ss. The 3ir values of the various thin lms are almost
unaltered as compared to that of the 3ir of bare Kapton (Fig. 6d).
This observation also supports the IR transparency behaviour of
the present vanadium oxide thin lms. The data plotted in
Fig. 6e represent the effect of doping on as and rs of the various
thin lms deposited on the optically opaque Al6061 substrates.
The as for the VO thin lms on Al6061 show almost decreasing
trend from FVO to Ti–Mo–FVO while rs offer an ascending order
from FVO to Ti–Mo–FVO. It is very interesting to note that upon
co-doping, the average as is effectively reduced to 0.7 for Ti–Mo–
FVO thin lms from a value of around 0.8 for FVO thin lms
deposited on the Al6061 substrate.

Further, for all the lms grown on the Kapton substrates the
variations of ss as a function of wavelength are shown in Fig. 6f.
It is evident from the data plotted in Fig. 6f that in visible and
near IR regions, the Ti–Mo–FVO thin lms exhibit the highest
(i.e., around 75%) transmittance while the FVO thin lms
exhibit the lowest (i.e., around 35%) transmittance. It needs to
be noted that the surface roughness was the highest for the FVO
thin lms and the lowest for the Ti–Mo–FVO thin lms (Fig. 1c).
Therefore, it is plausible to argue that the decrease in trans-
mittance (Fig. 6f) is linked with the increase in the corre-
sponding surface roughness (Fig. 1c) of the thin lms. Similar
observations are also reported by others.45,51,52

Actually, the transition elements like Ti, Mo and W plays the
role of electron donor to the 3d band of vanadium.19 Donation
of electrons by these transition elements to V 3d band along
with the presence of uorine stabilizes the metallic phase,
which in turn enhances the transmittance properties of the
corresponding co-doped thin lms.
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 30966–30977 | 30971



Fig. 6 Variation of solar (a) absorptance, (b) reflectance, (c) trans-
mittance and (d) IR emittance of the thin films deposited on the Kapton
substrates. (e) Effect of doping on solar absorptance and solar
reflectance of the thin films deposited on the Al6061 substrates. (f)
Transmittance of the thin films deposited on the Kapton substrates as
a function of wavelength. (g) Optical band gaps of the thin films
deposited on the Kapton substrates.
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Fig. S5(a–e)† represent the plots of (ahy)2 versus photon
energy of the vacuum heat treated FVO, Ti–FVO, Mo–FVO, W–

FVO, Ti–Mo–FVO lms deposited on the Kapton substrates.
Optical band gap (Eg) values for the thin lms are evaluated
using the well-established Tauc's equation. These data are
plotted in Fig. 6g. Among the samples, the Ti–Mo–FVO thin
lms exhibit the highest Eg value of 2.73 eV while the FVO thin
lms exhibit the lowest Eg value of 2.59 eV. The enhancement in
Eg value indicates the shi of the primary absorption edge
towards the shorter wavelengths. The transmittance behaviours
(Fig. 6f) of the thin lms deposited on the Kapton substrates
also support the present trend of variations (Fig. 6g) in Eg.
Fig. 7 DSC curves of (a) FVO, (b) Mo–FVO, (c) W–FVO, (d) Ti–FVO and
(e) Ti–Mo–FVO and (f) transition temperature hysteresis; of all the thin
films deposited on the Kapton substrates.
3.6 Study of phase transition temperature

For all the thin lms deposited on the Kapton and Al6061
substrates, the DSC curves and transition temperature hyster-
esis plots are presented in Fig. 7(a–f) and 8(a–g), respectively.
These data establish beyond any doubt the reversible and
30972 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 30966–30977
repeatable signature of smart phase transition temperature (Tt)
range of �24 to �26.3 �C for all the VO thin lms deposited on
both the substrates. Thus, the present result is the rst ever
report where F doping and other transition element co-doping
gives a reversible as well as repeatable smart, phase transition
at sub-zero temperatures in VO thin lms. This claim is amply
supported by the fact that (Tt) around only 0 �C is reported for
VO thin lms with and without W–F and B doping and/or co-
doping.19,29 The transition temperature hysteresis plots exhibit
the difference between the transition temperatures observed
during the heating and corresponding cooling cycles. These
data are plotted in Fig. 7f for the FVO, Mo–FVO, W–FVO, Ti–FVO
and Ti–Mo–FVO thin lms deposited on the Kapton substrates.
Similar data are plotted in Fig. 8g for the FVO,Mo–FVO,W–FVO,
Ti–FVO, Ti–Mo–FVO and Ti–W–FVO thin lms deposited on the
Al6061 substrates. These data conrm that the temperature
hysteresis is in the range of 1.5 to 2.3 �C. Thus, the present data
conrms the repeatability of the smart phase transition
temperature (Tt) of the VO thin lms developed in the present
work.
3.7 Structure–property correlations

It needs to be noted that in the present work the amorphous
natures of the 100 �C vacuum heat treated VOTF, DVOTF and
CDVOTF (Fig. 1a) deposited on the Kapton substrates do not
hamper the phase transition properties (Fig. 7) of these thin
lms. Similar observation is also reported by Porwal et al.44 In
this case44 also, the amorphous RF sputtered VO thin lms
exhibit reversible, repeatable (Tt) in the range of 337–343 �C.
Therefore, in view of results reported already in literature44 and
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018



Fig. 8 DSC curves of (a) FVO, (b) Mo–FVO, (c) W–FVO, (d) Ti–FVO, (e)
Ti–W–FVO, (f) Ti–Mo–FVO and (g) transition temperature hysteresis of
all the thin films deposited on the Al6061 substrates.
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those obtained in the present work; it seems plausible to argue
that amorphous VO thin lms can and very well do exhibit
reversible, repeatable (Tt). However, the magnitude of (Tt) can
be a sensitive function of the processing techniques which in
turn govern the microstructures of the resulting thin lms. In
addition, the major factor that determines the reversible,
repeatable (Tt) is the relative abundance or absence of the V4+

species in the surface of the VO thin lms. Thus, in the current
work the sole motto of vacuum heat treatment was to generate
V4+ by dissociation of V2O5, which, in turn; helps to reduce the
phase transition temperature (Fig. 7). Moreover, it is already
reported by Porwal et al.44,45 that vacuum heat treatment at lower
temperature (i.e., 100 �C) has not only generated V4+ but also
improved the optical transmittance in the NIR region. In addi-
tion, it also aids in reducing both the (Tt) and the sheet resis-
tance. The data obtained in the current work are similar to those
reported by Porwal et al.44,45 and hence, should be accepted as
facts.

The sheet resistance values showed a decreasing trend with
increase in the number of dopants. However, the difference is
not spectacular e.g., from mega ohm to ohm range. All the Rs

values are in mega ohm range. The difference between the
highest and lowest values of Rs is only 25 mega ohm. As
mentioned already, this happens due to the presence of more
number of doping elements that increase the carrier concen-
tration. The enhanced carrier concentration, in turn, lowers the
sheet resistance value. Also, the same can be proved from DSC
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
measurements (Fig. 7 and 8) where the Ti–Mo–FVO thin lms
have shown the maximum decrement in (Tt) due to enhanced
carrier concentration. The sheet resistance also is the lowest for
the Ti–Mo–FVO thin lms.

Now regarding the concentration of dopants, the F concen-
tration is kept intentionally higher than other dopants (viz. Ti,
Mo, and W) since it is evident from literature16,19 that
enhancement of F doping percentage results in higher reduc-
tion of (Tt). On the other hand besides F, the other doping
elements (viz. Ti, Mo and W) are actually used in the current
study to tune the optical properties by varying their doping
levels while keeping the reduction of (Tt) intact. Hence, the
atomic percentage of uorine (F) in FVO thin lms has been
kept constant at 30.08 at%. In the Mo–FVO thin lms the
concentration of F is constant at 30.08 at% but Mo is present in
2.73 at%. Similarly in W–FVO thin lms the concentration of W
and F are 1.44 at% and 30.08 at%, respectively. Also in Ti–FVO
thin lms the concentration of Ti and F are 5.33 at% and 30.08
at%, respectively. Finally in Ti–Mo–FVO thin lms the concen-
tration of Ti, Mo and F are kept at 2.70 at%, 1.34 at% and 30.08
at% respectively. Similarly in Ti–W–FVO thin lms the
concentration of Ti, Mo and F are kept at 2.70 at%, 0.70 at% and
30.08 at% respectively. Further, all the sheet resistance values
reported in this study are in mega ohm range. Thus, the minor
differences in their absolute magnitudes are attributed mainly
to the different carrier concentrations.
3.8 Issues related to phase transition

There is an apparent contradiction between the observation of
absence of the metallic phase VO2 (R) in the XRD spectra
recorded at room temperature (Fig. 1a and b) and the observa-
tion of reversible, repeatable phase transition temperatures
(e.g., �24� to �26 �C, Fig. 7 and 8) in the DSC data. The
important phenomenon of semiconductor to metal phase
transition was rst discovered and extensively elaborated by N.
F. Mott in 1949.53

According to Mott, the primary cause of the transition is the
genesis of electrons and corresponding holes within the lattice
depending upon which the material behaves either as metal or
semiconductor. But, it is also mentioned53 that sometimes the
atoms from which the electrons are missing, couple with
another atom to exist as ion pairs in the same lattice and ulti-
mately becomes a semiconductor from conductor.

Similar kind of observations are reported by Bukhardt et al.19

where it is stated that the presence of W and F in the vanadium
oxide lattice destroys the V4+ – V4+ ion pairs and thus, destabi-
lizes the semiconducting phase. This destabilization, in turn,
leads to decrease in the transition temperature.

But these authors19 also mention that in presence of other
dopants, F improves the visible transmittance as well as
enhances the band gap energy by blue shiing the absorption
maxima to lower edges. In the present study, reversible,
repeatable (Tt) in the range of �24 to �26.3 �C (Fig. 7 and 8) is
achieved due to the presence of V4+ along with other doping
elements. This happens despite the fact that V5+ is present in
relatively larger content in the lms (Tables S1 and S2†).
RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 30966–30977 | 30973
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Therefore, the XRD data recorded at room temperature show
the monoclinic VO2 phase along with V2O5$nH2O. This is
probably because of the ion pair formation as suggested by N. F.
Mott.53

Similar kind of suggestions are also reported by Tang et al.54

where homopolar V4+ – V4+ bond formation stabilizes the
semiconducting phase of vanadium oxide, which, in turn
stabilizes themonoclinic phase of VO2. Moreover, in the present
study all the lms are either doped or co-doped in nature. Now
what does the doping do? It basically enhances the carrier
density55 of ions, which, in turn lowers the energy barrier to
make the structural as well as electronic phase transition
happen at lower ranges of temperatures.

However, these results should be further discussed in terms of
a very recent, interesting viewpoint put forward by Banerjee
et al.55 They opine55 that the phase transition in VO2 is an inde-
pendent phenomenon which can happen even without a struc-
tural phase transition. This is exactly what is also reected from
the experimentally measured data of the present work. It is also
suggested55 that a metallic phase can be induced even without
the conventionally expected structural phase change if thermal
excitation of the carriers approaches a threshold density. These
researchers55 have taken resort to several experimental data as
well as literature56�58 data to contradict the conventional wisdom
about the simultaneous occurrences of structural and electronic
phase transitions in VO2. Instead, they have suggested55 VO2 to be
a poor metal with relatively low mobility values (1–10 cm2 V�1

s�1). It has been concluded further55 that the phase transition
uniquely depends only on the density of the charge carriers
regardless of their origin. Similar is the case of the present study
too, where; in spite of observing phase transition at lower region
of temperature; a signature of tetragonal/rutile phase is not
recorded at room temperature.

On the other hand, Bukhardt et al.19 has also stated that when
F alone is doped in the vanadium oxide lattice, the semi-
conducting phase gets stabilized whereas in presence of other
dopants along with F the metallic character gets enhanced. A
similar situation prevails in the present study. Here, the sheet
resistance decreases in the order FVO > Mo–FVO > W–FVO > Ti–
FVO > Ti–Mo–FVO. This happens despite the fact that the sheet
resistance values are in the mega ohm range. These higher
resistance values are expected because, compared to the minor
V4+ species; the V5+ species is the major contributing species.

In this connection, it may be recalled that RF sputtered
VOTF44 on Si give sheet resistance (Rs) of 105–106 U per
square. However, RF sputtered VOTF45 on quartz give sheet
resistance (Rs) of 4.43 � 106–71 � 106 U per square. On the
other hand, vacuum heat treated spin coated VOTF42 on
quartz give sheet resistance (Rs) of 10

4–106 U per square and
(Tt) of 44–48 �C. Again, a recent report59 show that RF-plasma-
assisted oxide MBE deposited VO2 thin lms on TiO2 have
sheet resistance (Rs) of 10

3–106 U per square and (Tt) of 60 �C.
Thus, the (Rs) data obtained in the present work match nicely
with those reported in literature42,44,45,59 although the
compositions are different. Further, these (Rs) values could
be achieved along with a signicant reduction of (Tt) to �24�

to �26 �C which could be achieved by appropriate tuning of
30974 | RSC Adv., 2018, 8, 30966–30977
the amounts and nature of dopants and co-dopants in the
present work.

Moreover, at room temperature V2O5 is semiconducting and
VO2 is also poorly conducting as suggested by Banerjee et al.55

This fact55 thus corroborate well with the sheet resistance
results obtained in the current study. Another important
achievement of the present study is the improvement in the
visible transmittance property which again might be attributed
to the incorporation of doping elements. Similar logic has been
suggested by Bukhardt et al.19

There is another important aspect that needs to be under-
stood as well. Actually, phase transformation is very sharp and
fast phenomenon in VO2 system.60 Therefore, it appears plau-
sible to argue that such a fast process cannot be necessarily
always possible to be correctly and adequately monitored by the
conventional XRD technique. The logic behind this supposition
is the possibility55 that the structural phase transition may not
always occur simultaneously with the electronic phase
transition.

Hence, the more sensitive DSC measurements appear to be
a more appropriate choice that was dedicated in the present
work to capture the phase transition properties. Also in a recent
report by Fang et al.61 it has been conrmed that doping metal
ions in the VO2 lattice not only causes reduction in phase
transition temperature but also improves the transmittance
property depending upon the at% percentages of dopants.
Upon 3 at% of W doping, this work61 reports the signicant
reduction of the transition temperature to the lowest magnitude
of 10.6 �C.

These authors61 also note that doping causes many structural
deformations of the moiety including broadening as well as huge
shiing of the XRD peaks. In the case of undoped VO2 samples,
XRD spectra recorded at room temperature conrmed the
formation of the VO2 (M)monoclinic phase at a 2q value of 25.34�

aer vacuum heat treatment at 450 and 500 �C. However, for 3
at% W doped VO2 samples XRD spectra recorded at room
temperature conrmed62 the formation of the VO2 (M) mono-
clinic phase at a 2q value of (20�) that is much lower than that
(25.34�) noted in the case of the undoped VO2 samples. There-
fore, it appears plausible to argue that there is actually no
contradiction between the observation of absence of the metallic
phase VO2 (R) in the XRD spectra recorded at room temperature
and the observation of reversible, repeatable phase transition
temperatures (e.g.,�24� to�26 �C, Fig. 7 and 8) in the DSC data.

Nevertheless, there cannot be any doubt that for VOTF,
DVOTF and CDVOTF the complexities related to presence or
absence of structural phase transition and its effect on phase
transition temperature is yet to be fully understood.19,55–59

Similarly important is to further our understanding about the
simultaneous or non-simultaneous occurrences of the struc-
tural and electronic phase transitions55 and their roles in
reducing or enhancing the phase transition temperatures of
VOTF, DVOTF and CDVOTF.

In this context it is important to note that there is a sizeable
amount of evidence and related viewpoints which rather
strongly suggest that actually the phase transition originate
from overlapping interactions of several important physical
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
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processes.59 These include electronic correlation and interac-
tions. These interactions typically involve spin, lattice, and
charge degrees of freedom. It is further shown59 that in VOTF
spatially separated regions can coexist. These regions possess
distinct structural properties. They also possess distinctly
different magnetic as well as electronic properties.

In a more generalized way of physically conceptualizing the
scenario it can be described as a multi-scale phase separation.
However, here the phase separation occurs between two (or
more) phases. The most important point to note is that these
phases have magnitudes of free energy which are comparable to
each other.59 It has been shown59 that such heterogeneity can
span over wide length scales of the corresponding microstruc-
ture. If this picture is correct, then, such heterogeneity may
eventually span from as small as the local atomic scale domain to
the mesoscale domain.59

Therefore, it seems plausible to argue that if such networks of
multiple domains exist in VOTF, they will play major roles in the
detailed dynamics of phase transition processes, which, them-
selves are yet to be unambiguously understood. Nevertheless,
these dynamics will ultimately control both structural and elec-
tronic aspects of the phase transition behaviour.19,55,59

Recent work62 conducted using the temperature-dependent
synchrotron radiation and Raman spectroscopy on 13 nm
thick strained VO2 lms deposited on TiO2 provide strong
evidence that the structural phase transition in the temperature
range near the MIT gets suppressed by the presence of epitaxial
strain. It is also proved62 that the very presence of the same
epitaxial strain initiates the electronic transition that leads to
the MIT.

In addition to these viewpoints another slightly different but
conforming viewpoint63 also seems to be emerging. This view-
point is also concerned with presence of interfacial strain in
VOTF. It has been very recently63 suggested that the interfacial
strain strongly affects the electronic orbital occupancy. The
localized variation in the electronic orbital occupancy changes
also the electron–electron correlation. The change in the elec-
tron–electron correlation,63 in turn, controls the phase transition
temperature.63

Thus the detailed interconnections between nature and
magnitude of epitaxial strain, electron orbital occupancy, relative
ease or difficulty of simultaneous and/or non-simultaneous
occurrences of structural and electronic phase transitions and
the magnitude of (Tt) in VOTF needs to be studied in a dedicated
manner. Although the same is beyond the scope of the present
work, its importance should be deeply appreciated. The reason is
simply that it can open up a new paradigm of generating the
ability to tune the phase transition in VOTF through intelligent
exploitation of the interfacial strain engineering. Hence, such an
attempt should denitely frame the scope of future work in this
area.
3.9 Importance of doped and co-doped vanadium oxide
lms for space application

Considering the smart radiation device applications for space-
cra thermal control, the usage of present DVOTF and CDVOTF
This journal is © The Royal Society of Chemistry 2018
could be prospective. In particular, this lm would be potential
candidates for the passive cooling purpose of CdTe and CdZnTe
X-ray detectors for astronomically relevant payloads where the
detector would be operational only in the sub-zero temperature
regime (e.g., in the range of �20 to �30 �C).10,11 The present
work also highlights the capability to tune from low to high
optical transparency property by suitable co-doping without
signicant alteration of (Tt).

On the basis of the lowest absorptance (Fig. 6a and e) and the
highest transmittance (Fig. 6c and f) the Ti–Mo–FVO thin lm is
likely to be the best option from the point of view of smart
radiative thermal control application in satellites. However, it
should be also possible to pick up any of the appropriate
systems offered in the present developmental work with the
desired optical properties and then the same may be usable to
achieve effective passive thermal control.
4. Conclusions

Vanadium oxide thin lms are grown on exible, transparent
Kapton and opaque Al6061 substrate by sol–gel spin coating
technique at 3000 rpm. Incorporations of doping elements like
– Ti, Mo, W and F are successfully done at particular at% in
VOTF systems. The VOTF exhibit remarkable reductions in the
phase transition temperature, Tt (i.e.,�26.3 �C) accompanied by
a signicant enhancement (�75%) in visible/NIR transmittance
properties for the rst time. The incorporation of F in VOTF
system accounts for a considerable reduction in Tt (i.e., �24 �C)
with trade off in transmittance (�35%). Further, CDVOTF Ti–
Mo–FVO shows the highest optical transparency (�75%) and
lowest Tt (i.e.,�26.3 �C). Thus, generally the present lms could
be used efficiently in passive smart radiative device applications
for spacecra thermal control and particularly as coating for
passive radiant cooler components for CdTe or CdZnTe X-ray
detectors of space astronomy payloads.
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